Extending the scope of component support services
for Air Premia’s 787-9 fleet
The young South Korean hybrid airline has added two aircraft to the component support
agreement it holds with AFI KLM E&M
Paris, Amstelveen, Seoul, 20 September 2022 – In late 2020, Air Premia joined the
community of AFI KLM E&M customers operating 787 aircraft, establishing a long-term
partnership via a component support service package for its fleet of Boeing 787-9s (eventually
set to total ten aircraft). Owing to industry delays in the delivery of these new aircraft, the South
Korean airline decided to lease two 787-9s from Aergo Capital, soon to be integrated into its
fleet.
Today, AFI KLM E&M and Air Premia have announced the extension of their partnership,
adjoining these two aircraft to the component support agreement concluded between the two
groups.
Adaptiveness and Responsiveness
The scope of services provided by AFI KLM E&M remains unchanged, and covers repairs,
logistical support, provision of spare parts and access to the Prognos® predictive maintenance
tool. AFI KLM E&M was able to rapidly adjust its commercial offer in order to take into account
these two mature, “remarketed” aircraft.
Pierre Teboul, SVP Commercial at AFI KLM E&M, stated: “We’re delighted to see Air Premia
reiterating its confidence in our group for these two additional aircraft. This not only showcases
the usefulness and expertise of AFI KLM E&M’s dedicated 787 services, but also the
responsiveness of our teams and their ability to respond to our customers’ urgent and evolving
needs.
T.J. Choi, Air Premia’s Director of Maintenance, added: "Air Premia is very grateful to AFI
KLM E&M for demonstrating such flexibility in order to meet our needs and ensure coverage
for these two additional 787-9s in their Component solutions service package. The integration
of these two new aircraft is essential to the accomplishment of our airline’s vision and
ambitions, particularly with regard to extending our routes internationally. We have no doubt
that AFI KLM E&M will provide us with high-quality support in order to sustain our operations
and our development with utmost efficiency.
About Air Premia
Air Premia is a unique hybrid airline that presents best-in-class comfortable seats and services
at reasonable prices based on an efficient operational structure, keeping fleet and seat
configuration simple. It is South Korea's newly-established hybrid air carrier which will fly to
South East Asian cities including Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi, Bangkok, and Singapore, and will
offer direct trips from Seoul to Los Angeles and San Jose. This innovative airline brings its
customers’ flight experience to the next level by providing upscale services at a reasonable
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price. The 35 inches of leg room offered by its economy seats will be the world's largest,
comparable to other airlines' economy plus seats. Air Premia's premium economy class offers
42-inch seat pitch, with all-inclusive services like regular business class. Air Premia is
introducing the new and latest Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner aircraft across its entire fleet, enabling
customers to fully enjoy the most advanced in-flight experience ever.
www.airpremia.com/
About AFI KLM E&M
Air France Industries KLM Engineering & Maintenance is a major multi-product MRO
(Maintenance, Repair, Overhaul) provider. With a workforce of over 12,800, AFI KLM E&M
offers comprehensive technical support for airlines, ranging from engineering and line
maintenance to engine overhaul, aero structure and fan thrust reverser support, as well as the
management, repair and supply of aircraft components, structured around a powerful logistics
network. AFI KLM E&M supports almost 3,000 aircraft operated by 200 major international and
domestic airlines.
www.afiklmem.com
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